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Sgt. Norman Kirby (Service # K2139) 

Norman Harold Kirby was born July 9, 1925, in New Westminster, BC, the son of 
Harold Kirby and Katherine Martin Kirby (nee Campbell). Harold was born in 
Lancashire England and Katherine in Paisley Scotland. The family struggled 
during the Depression as Harold worked for a sawmill in the Fraser Valley and at 
one point was out of work for two years. Norm grew up in North Vancouver with 
two siblings. His younger brother Allan Kirby fought in Korea with the Princess 
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) and his sister Katherine Headley lives 
in Chilliwack. After completing grade eight at age fourteen, Norm left school and 
began work as a deckhand on Cates tugboats. At one time he worked on a 
tugboat that towed an oil barge to Hawaii. Honolulu was a rough port in those 
days and the captain would not let Norm go ashore.  

When war broke out Norm tried to join the Navy because of his tugboat 
experience but was rejected because he only had a grade eight education. The 
army agreed to accept him but as he was not yet eighteen he would need a 
signature from one of his parents. His mother refused but his father quickly 
replied: "where do I sign?" 

After enlisting at the #11 Depot at 41st & Oak St., Norm was sent to Wetaskiwin, AB for basic training. 
Advanced training was then completed at the Currie Barracks in Calgary. During this time Norm was instructed 
on the use of a Lee-Enfield 303 rifle, the same as his grandfather used in WW1. He had difficulty with the rifle 
and as a result, the instructor told Norm to try the Bren Gun. This was a new portable machine gun introduced 
in the 1930’s. It also had a flame arrester and as there was no flash and the Germans could not easily see it. 
Norm loved the Bren Gun and became very competent with its use. 

In April 1944 Norm was shipped to Greenock, Scotland on the New Amsterdam with 12,000 soldiers on 
board. “You were in a room with 60 guys, half in hammocks and half on the floor. The following night you would 
switch positions.” From Greenock, they were quickly transferred south to Shoreham and then Bosham where 
he was assigned to the North Shore (NB) Regiment and placed with A Company. 

On D-Day, Norm was instructed to bring his Bren Gun ashore but his landing craft hit a mine and as it went 
down the gun was lost. He made it to shore but got separated from his unit. It was the end of the day when he 
caught up with the North Shore again and was given another Bren Gun.  

Norm was also trained to use the PIAT (Projectile Infantry Anti-Tank) gun. The PIAT would make a small 
hole entering a tank and would then explode sending shrapnel throughout the interior. The gun had one 
disadvantage. It needed to be reloaded after every shot and the process was not quick. During the fighting 
near Falaise, Norm was sent alone up a long ditch to fire the PIAT at a much-feared Tiger Tank that was 
heading towards them. The PIAT would normally never penetrate the thick armour of a Tiger but when it was 
about 75 feet away it rolled up over a small rise exposing its underbelly. Norm fired his one round and the tank 
was destroyed. He was developing a reputation as a very good shot. 

In Sept. 1944 Canadians were then given the task of capturing the French Ports along the English 
Channel. The ports were needed to accelerate the movement of supplies to the front. The NS(NB)R was 
ordered to capture the fortress La Trésorerie which defended the port of Boulogne. Big German guns at La 
Trésorerie were a threat to ships in the channel and could fire across the channel into the south of England. 
These guns were protected by anti-aircraft guns, machine gun nests, mines, and barbed wire barricades that 
covered the slopes leading up to the fortress.  

On Sept. 17, LCol. Anderson led an attack with A and B Companies up the eastern slope. Their Flail tanks 
and WASPS were quickly destroyed and machine guns and mines produced heavy casualties. L/Corp. George 
(Gabby) Wilson was a section leader in charge of Bren Gun placement. While most were withdrawing from the 
slopes, Norm, Gabby and one other found safety in a shell hole about 100 yds from the tunnel entrance to the 
bunker. From this position, their Bren Gun fire resulted in many German casualties until the gun was 
destroyed. The following day Cpl George Hunt asked Norm to return with him to the same shell hole. Under 
cover of Bren Gun fire Hunt ran to the entrance of the tunnel. He then instructed Norm on where to fire the 
single shot PIAT. Norm’s accurate shot blew out the entrance door to the bunker. Capt. Hunt rushed in with a 
Sten Gun and brought out over 100 prisoners. Norm was promoted to Corporal. 
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On Feb. 8th, 1945, the Canadians pushed across the border into Germany and were now taking control of 
the Rhineland (western Germany south of the Rhine River). One of the deadliest battles in the Rhineland was 
fought for the capture of the village of Keppeln. Allied intelligence had reported that there was no significant 
enemy activity at Keppeln and the assistance of tanks would not be required. On February 26, B & C 
Companies advanced across a thousand yards of open farmland to seize Keppeln. Intelligence was wrong. 
The Germans waited until the NS(NB)R was 150 yards from the German line and then opened fire. 
Everywhere North Shore men were falling dead or wounded. There was nowhere to hide. A & D Companies 
were at least a mile behind when news arrived. The North Shore would need armoured support and a plan was 
created in which A Company was to lead with 42 North Shore soldiers mounted, exposed, on top of a 
squadron of tanks of the 1st Hussars Regiment. Norm was the leader of one of the sections assigned to these 
tanks. As the tanks approached the village the men were shooting like mad into the enemy trenches. Some of 
the tanks hit mines and blew up, some were destroyed by artillery and others got stuck in the mud. Only six of 
the fourteen tanks survived.  Everyone was blown off Norm’s Tank. Norm found another young NS(NB)R 
soldier and together they were able to break into a German garrison and capture the commander.  Norm 
convinced the commander that his fight was lost and to order a cease-fire to his troops. This was done and 
afterward, Norm asked the commander to use bedsprings as stretchers and pick up both Canadian and 
German wounded. This was also done. Despite heavy losses the advance succeeded. Fighting continued 
house to house and by evening Keppeln belonged to the North Shore. The cost was 28 North Shore soldiers 
killed in action and 56 wounded. All other men in Norm’s section were casualties. Norm was now promoted to 
Sergeant. At nineteen years of age, he was the youngest sergeant in the Canadian 3rd Division. 

In April the Canadians turned northwest and moved back into the Netherlands. The month was spent 
pushing the Germans out of every region and liberating the Dutch. Norm’s favourite photo of the war was taken 
with children in Groningen, minutes after the Germans had evacuated. 

Near the end of the war, the NS(NB)R was fighting near Ostersander Germany. Norm was instructed to 
take a patrol and hunt for German SS soldiers who had escaped. While doing so, he was met in the field by 
military police who wanted to confirm his ID. Once confirmed they took Norm to Bruges and he was flown to 
Aldershot UK.  The MP’s did not allow Norm to get his kit bag or say goodbye. His friends must have thought 
that he was arrested. Month’s earlier Norm had volunteered for the Japanese invasion but had forgotten. He 
was sent to the US for further training but during that time the atomic bomb was dropped on Japan and they 
surrendered. 

Norm now applied for a discharge. His superiors knew that he was talented and encouraged him to choose 
a career with the military, but this would require Norm to return to high school. He was 19, too young to drink or 
vote but had seen more of life and the world than most would ever see. He said no.  

Norm worked for a while in the logging business and fishing in Haida Quai. He then moved into real estate, 
obtained a license and became a partner in a firm. He stayed with the firm for ten years. During this time, with 
the help of a veteran's program, he was able to purchase a building lot in North Vancouver for $100. He did so 
and built a house. Unfortunately, Norm suffered from recurrences of PTSD related to his war experiences and 
spent a year in a Military Hospital. Afterward, he went to work for Firestone and eventually became manager of 
their biggest store in Canada. It was clear that Norm had a talent for business and a few years later he was 
able to purchase a bulk oil business, complete with oil tanker trucks in Powell River BC. The business did well 
and after several years Norm sold it and made some real estate investments. He was too young to retire, 
however, and accepted a job as a property manager of numerous malls, office buildings, and apartment units. 
Seven or eight years later he left and became the manager of the new Abbotsford Mall. 

At age 65 Norm retired and moved to Lions Bay with his wife Victoria Eddy. One day in 1994 Norm’s 
brother Alan called asking if Norm would be attending the 50th D-Day anniversary ceremony in France. 
Victoria asked Norm why he would be invited to such an event. Although they had been married for many 
years, Norm had never spoken about the war. Victoria encouraged Norm to attend and he did. He met many 
veterans and joined the NS(NB)R Veterans Assoc.  

Norm has revisited battle sites and war cemeteries in Europe many times. He has received numerous 
awards and decorations for his service including the Citation for Gallantry from Field Marshall Montgomery. On 
the 70th anniversary of D-Day, in 2014, Norm was awarded France’s highest decoration La Légion d'honneur. 
The award was created in 1802 by Napoleon Bonaparte to recognize individuals for their 
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exceptional service to France.  He has also received awards from the government of the Netherlands for his 
contribution to their liberation.  

In 2005, Norm traveled to Ottawa on the Train of Heroes with hundreds of veterans to raise awareness of 
veterans and veteran’s issues. In 2017 he contributed to the permanent record of the NS(NB)R at war in a 
recorded interview created by Don Foster of the Juno Beach Centre. 

2020 is the 75th anniversary of the liberation of the Netherlands and the Allied Victory in Europe. To 
honour the event, Veterans Affairs Canada has produced a commemorative poster which features Sgt Norman 
Kirby of the North Shore (NB) Regiment.  

For his service to Canada, Sgt. Norm Kirby was awarded the following medals; 1939-45 Star, France & 
Germany Star, War Medal 1939 -1945, Defense Medal, and CVSM with Clasp. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Norm Kirby and NS(NB)R 
Soldiers in Groningen, The 
Netherlands shortly after the 
Germans were driven out of 
the town. 
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Veterans Affairs Canada, honours the 75th 
anniversary of the liberation of the 
Netherlands and the Allied Victory in Europe 
with a commemorative poster which 
features Sgt Norman Kirby 


